MAY 9 - EU DAY is EU SIGN DAY

May 9, the best day to sign one - or more - European Citizens Initiatives.
Your signature can change the future of Europe
A group of European Citizens Initiative organisers, with the support of civil
society organisations, agreed to launch the first self-organised EU SIGN
DAY of the European Union for 9th of May 2021.
The date has been symbolically chosen for two reasons: Europe Day as an
opportunity to celebrate not only the past and the present of the
European Union but also its future; the start of the Conference on the
Future of Europe.
Goals of EU SIGN DAY
● Drawing the attention of European Citizens on their right to take
part in European democracy signing European Citizens Initiatives
through dedicated events, communication initiatives, cooperation
with civil society organisations, and local, regional, national and
transnational institutions
● Create a dialogue with the EU Institutions on new forms of
institutional communication offering concrete examples of how the
promotion of the right to sign European Citizens Initiatives could be
innovated to increase the granularity of knowledge needed for a an
ECI promoted by citizens that don’t belong to large organisations to
aim for success
● Insert the proposals of European Citizens Initiative in the framework
of the Conference on the Future of Europe

Key Message of the EU Sign Day
Today is the best day to make your voice heard in Europe.
And to be sure that someone will listen to it.
9th of May is Europe Day. A day when Europe is celebrated for a key
milestone of its past: the “Schuman Declaration” that after WWII called
for a new form of political cooperation. Today is the day when the EU
institutions “open” their doors to the European Citizens.
Today we ask you to make this the day in which European citizens
celebrate the future. Today you can sign one or more European Citizens
Initiatives. And your signature counts.
Almost everybody is ignoring the very existence of a tool in our hand to
ask the EU to do something to improve our life: the European Citizens
Initiative is a way in which 1 million citizens can support and send to the
EU a proposal. The EU is then obliged to answer, whether accepting or
rejecting it, but publicly explaining why.
Below you find XXX European Citizens Initiative.
You can sign all of them, or just those that you like.
If they collect 1 Million signatures the European Commission and the
European Parliament are obliged to organise official hearings and can take
action on the proposal. And publicly explain their decisions.
Sign now and then tell all Europe how you celebrated Europe Day. You
are making EU Sign Day happen.

Key Actions that will be promoted by the committee
1) Creation of a website and logo eusignday.eu
2) Contacting organisations and academics involved in research and
activities related to participatory democracy instruments
3) Contact organisations that are organising Europe Day events and ask
to include in their events and communication a reference to the EU Sign
Day and to send dedicated messages to their contact lists and social
media channels with the invite to sign one or all European Citizens
Initiatives
4)

Directly

reach

out

to

Europe

Direct

Centers

and

other

EU

representative bodies to ask for supporting EU SIGN DAY
5) Organise online and offline events across Member States
6) Organise press conferences and media outreach
7) Social media strategy
8) Document the effective knowledge of the right to sign European
Citizens Initiatives through video, interviews, surveys across the EU
9) Submit a Petition to the European Parliament on the requests for the
institutionalization of an EU Sign Day as well as increase the budget and
the measures of information on European Citizens Initiatives
10) Kick off a process to discuss the long term reforms needed to
strengthen the European Citizens Initiative
EU SIGN DAY COMMITTEE
StopGlobalWarming.eu
Voters Without Borders
Freedom to Share
Start unconditional basic income throughout the EU
Ongoing conversations on the terms of collaboration with: Stop corruption
in Europe at its root, by cutting off funds to countries with inefficient

judiciary after deadline, Right to Cure, Stop Finning Stop The Trade, Save
Bees and Farmers, Actions on Climate Emergency
Supporting organisations (not public yet):
EUMANS, Alliance for Europe, ECIT Foundation, Citizens Take Over
Europe, Democracy International,
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